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Let’s be honest, we all
know it could happen
but we all pray it won’t.
Those statistics aren’t
numbers – they were
people who were
equally hoping it
wouldn’t be them.
When all that fine pow
turns out to be soft slab
and starts to slide,
there is no time to go
looking for help from
others – it’s up to you
and your mates! You
better hope you all
came prepared,
equipped with (and
know how to use) the
off-piste essentials:
transceiver, shovel and
probe.

New technology, equipment and

research all help, but with most

folks getting buried over a metre

down, you’ve still got plenty of work

to do. So, from using your beacon,

to finally liberating your mate from

the snow, here are a few of the

most significant developments in

the last few years. Whatever kit you

use, all companion rescues have

five critical stages – here’s how to

optimise each stage when every

second counts.

1: Find a signal
You need a transceiver, and now

your mate is buried somewhere

you’ll be wishing you bought the

best you could get. Any modern

three-aerial, digital device will do. I

currently favour the Pulse above all

others (simply from having seen

the results of giving them to

students). Turn all other

transceivers off (or to search, of

course) to avoid the classic Sunday

League error of a Benny Hill style

chase after your mate who is still

beeping. Start your search at the

point you last saw the victim (or

evidence of them). Best to mark

this point as it will get a bit chaotic

later on to tell where you’ve been,

and where you haven’t. Search the

debris in wide sweeps and don’t

underestimate how far folks can

travel, or how far under the edge of

the debris they may have been

pushed.

The top tip to optimising signal

range is understanding that the

orientation of your longest aerial

really matters. You can’t guess

what this might be – so instead of

holding your device low and staring

at a blank screen – hold the

transceiver to your ear and keep

rotating the unit through all three

possible axes.

Avalanche: every second counts!
by Martin Chester British (IFMGA) Mountain Guide

Main shot: A lot of digging to do!
Diagram: Avalanche search stages from OPE
All images and diagram © Martin Chester
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2: Zoom in on the
signal

This stage is all about balancing

speed and efficiency. Follow the

display on your transceiver

(whatever type you have) and trust

the technology over your instinct.

Your transceiver is not as prone to

getting emotionally hung up on a

particular direction or area as you

are. Kids (used to blind faith in a

‘Game boy’ or DS) tend to do

better than adults at this, which

says all you need to know.

Knowing that you are likely to

sweep in on a curve helps (in case

you were wondering why you

seem to be going in a massive

arc) so just stick with it! Move fast,

but not so fast that you overshoot.

If it all goes a bit weird there is a

good chance it’s deeply buried. A

great analogy is that finding a

transceiver is like landing a plane.

You can fly as fast and high as you

like to begin with. As you home in,

you need to get slower and lower

when you get close.

3. Grid search
Be ruthlessly systematic here.

Your beacon has brought you in to

the signal on the optimum line. In

our ‘landing a plane’ analogy, this

is like lining up on that imaginary

runway. Change your position and

the transceiver orientation at the

same time and you won’t know

which change made the greater

difference.

Keep the transceiver the same

way round (lined up with the

runway) and get right down on the

surface of the snow. Don’t get

giddy at the first sign of a strong

signal – keep going until you are

sure you have passed the ‘peak’.

Mark this point, and go back over

the peak (the way you came) to

find the next point where the signal

starts to consistently fade a little.

Most people are reluctant to look

for the worsening signal – be strict.

Now go back to the peak or mid-

point, keep the unit facing the

same way, and take a sweep out

to each side looking for the same

effect. Be quick, slick and

thorough, but don’t get hung up on

this pin-pointing. If you struggle to

get as close as you would like,

remember they could be deeply

buried. This used to be a bit of an

epic with old analogue devices,

but less so with modern digital

technology and three aerials. You

can waste ages splitting hairs over

a few centimeters here or there,

when you would be better off

probing.

At this point, whilst practising,

many of you will be digging out a

transceiver from just below the

surface; glancing at your

stopwatch; and congratulating

yourselves on a job well done. But

here’s the bad news: in reality you

will be out of range of the signal to

begin with, and then (with median

depth of burial at just over a metre)

you still have a load of work to do

to find the body with a probe. You

may then have tons (literally) of

snow to shift before your rescue is

effective. With so little chance of

surviving burial for more than

twenty minutes, the clock is

ticking. Set up your practice

exercises with a transceiver that is

well out of range to begin with.

Then make sure you have buried it

in something like a rucksack (to

probe for) and at a suitable depth

to get the measure of digging. So

this brings us to the often

overlooked skills of:

4: Probe outwards in
a spiral and square to
the slope

Practise assembling your probe

in a hurry, so you don’t muff it up

when you need it most. Starting at

Avalanche: every second counts!

Get close and get low

Try to probe square to the slope
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your best point with the transceiver,

probe deeply into the snow. Don’t

be scared to really shove the

probe with some welly, in case you

need to punch through blocks of

debris or icy crusts. Your victim

has way more to worry about than

a probe up their nose if you don’t

find them soon!

Bending double to probe a deep

snow pack means you’ll wish you

bought that three metre probe,

rather than that Gucci two metre

stick. Likewise, those fancy probes

that fit in a shovel handle are a bit

like probing with a banana.

You’ll soon have no idea where

you’ve been, and where you

haven’t. Work your way around

and out in a spiral, with 20cm or

so between holes. Be aware you

should always probe at right

angles to the slope (regardless of

steepness) to be sure to find your

victim fastest. See diagram for

details or, even better, see the

excellent chapter in the Off Piste

Essentials DVD.

Finally, once you’ve found your

mate, just leave that probe in. I

cannot imagine how comforting it

would feel, and how dismayed you

would be if it was taken away

again. Wiggle it from time to time

to let them know you’re still

coming.

5. Dig efficiently as
a team

Okay, so you probably think I’m

being a right pedant now! What

could possibly be technical about

digging? The harsh reality is that

you may have several tons of

snow to move so early enthusiasm

and brute strength may lead to the

wheels falling off before the job is

done. You’d also be amazed how

many rescuers would consider

standing on top of the person they

are trying to rescue, and digging

straight down to them. Every kilo of

snow being lifted out of a metre

deep hole! Thankfully, this one is

relatively simple: get a metal

shovel which works, and dig the

snow out, not up! With your probe

in the snow, start by moving

downhill to start digging in to the

slope from the side. One and a

half times the depth on the probe

is a good rule of thumb to start

with. With one member taking the

lead, keep aiming in at a point

level with the base of the probe

(not the surface). Shovel the snow

out behind you to the rest of the

team, who can clear it out in a

conveyor system. Work efficiently

as a team, in a V-shape, and

swap roles as you start to tire (see

diagram). As soon as you find the

body, try to work out where the

mouth will be, as getting that

airway clear is your number one

priority.

Like all skills, the only way to get

good at this is to practise, and to

practise all five stages (not just

stages 2 and 3 like so many of us

are prone to do). Getting some

training from an expert can really

help hone your skills, or go on a

course with a British Mountain

Guide (www.bmg.org.uk). Do

some homework on the web to

keep abreast of new technology

and ideas, and try to keep up to

date. You can find out more info

from the excellent ‘Staying alive in

avalanche terrain’ book, reading

the latest research at

www.genswein.ch (the brains

behind the Pulse), or buy a copy of

the excellent Off-Piste Essentials

DVD. Better still, buy one for your

mates – as it’ll be them coming to

your rescue, should the worst

occur!

Avalanche: every second counts!

Dig as a team

OFF PISTE
ESSENTIALS DVD: £20
BMC MEMBERS: £18

To buy, visit:
www.bmcshop.co.uk�

Martin Chester is a British (IFMGA) Mountain Guide, and the Director of
Training for Plas y Brenin National Mountain Centre. He regularly
contributes to the Backcountry section of Fall-line skiing magazine,
and has delivered some (well received) transceiver training to Ogwen
Valley Mountain Rescue Team. Find out more about him and his team
at pyb.co.uk.


